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S3 DESIGN

If you are a health club, what do you do to combat studio 
fitness offerings popping up all around you? If you are  
Best Fitness, you beat them at their own game! Dave Dos 
Santos of Best Fitness reached out to S3 Design Inc. to 
help them architecturally deliver the vibe, camaraderie, 
and uniqueness that the smaller studios capture with one 
difference… 5 studio offerings all under one roof! This newest 
location in the Best Fitness portfolio is located in the Liberty 
Tree Mall in Danvers, Mass. and members are loving it!

Recognizing that members are looking for experiences that are 
more tailored to their individual fitness needs, Best Fitness is 
providing a BFITT 60 Studio that allows them to participate in 
small group training and High Interval Training in one room 
designed specifically for this purpose. S3 Design worked with 
Best to integrate the equipment into the design and create a 
space that feels more like athletic training to pull that inner 
athlete out of each of us upping workouts to another level.

Following the lead of the BFITT 60 Studio, the Best Fitness 
ownership wanted to attract a more avid cycling member,  
so they challenged the design team to create a cycling studio 
that felt more edgy and was an alternative to your typical 
dark box in a gym. Aircraft cables, lights, and darker finishes 
were incorporated on the walls imparting the sense of 
movement which amplifies the overall cycling experience. 

Best Fitness already provided a Group X offering in its other 
clubs and recognized it as a staple of its studio offerings. All 
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of their existing programs allow members who enjoy cardio 
workouts or strength workouts with friends and top-level 
instructors to find a class that best suits what they enjoy. 

To complement the other result-driven studios, Dave and his 
team were looking to provide a higher level personal training 
option for members. The location of the training floor in the 
fitness floor allows the trainer to have all the state-of-the-art 



equipment offerings at their fingertips. This access provides 
many more opportunities to vary and increase personal 
training options as members progress.

An element that needed to be added to the new club to round 
out the studio offerings was yoga and barre classes. Best 
Fitness and S3 worked together to design a studio that could 
handle both types of classes and provide the ability to be both 
calm and serene for yoga while at the same time be more 
technical for barre. For example, members have an opportunity 
to take a hot yoga class with low-level ambient light and push 
themselves to be stronger and more flexible; then 15 minutes 
later a barre class can come in and the light levels are raised  
to meet their needs. At that point, there is plenty of barre 
space as well as mirrors for members to check their form 
making sure they are getting the most out of the class.

Keeping with the all-under-one-roof philosophy, S3 and  
the Best Team focused on how to keep the locker room 
experience simple and clean so that more resources could 
be focused on the studio experience. A cool locker room was 
achieved by the way the dry vanity and the sink area create 
an “L” shape between the wet area and the dry area. This 
simple solution created a major focal point in the locker room. 
Wanting to be better than your typical studio, Best was also 
able to offer an amenity like a sauna for all members…  
again, more offerings under one roof. The economy of  
means works out great for members.

Lastly, Best Fitness recognized that instructors are one of 
the main reasons people choose to go to a particular studio. 
So, they combed through their network of clubs looking for 
standout instructors and supplemented them with ones from 
the surrounding areas to provide a truly unique experience  
for members. 

So, if you are in the Danvers, Massachusetts area, make  
a point to stop in and see how you can get 5 studios for one 
price at Best Fitness! 

Before and after photos of this and other S3 Design projects  
on our website at www.s3design-inc.com/before-after.

DESIGN TEAM:  
S3 Design Inc. (Architect), WB Engineers + Consultants (MEP),  
and Wood Benders Construction, Inc. (General Contractor)
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Bryan Dunkelberger is a principal for S3 Design and has designed  
health clubs for over 20 years. S3 Design specializes in designing clubs  
that maximize the member’s experience. For more information email 
bdunkelberger@s3design-inc.com.
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